Genazzano FCJ College named innovative school

St Leonards, NSW (November 20, 2019) - A Kew-based school has just been recognised in a prestigious list of the top schools in Australia.

Genazzano FCJ College has been included in The Educator’s fifth annual Innovative Schools report, spotlighting 44 schools at the cutting edge of
change and innovation in Australian K-12 education.
“The Educator would like to congratulate the winners on making the Innovative Schools 2019 list,” says Editor Brett Henebery. “The inspirational
programs and initiatives showcased in the report prove that quality teaching is alive and well in Australian schools,” Henebery said. “It should be noted
that the report only offers a small snapshot of the ground-breaking work being done in these schools to improve the educational outcomes and
wellbeing of Australia’s young people.”
The Genazzano Institute of Learning and Brain Sciences is a unique and progressive innovation to promote an understanding of brain function and
health for improved learning and living. Genazzano Institute has committed to embracing the latest knowledge about the brain to help our community
understand the most purposeful, scientifically proven ways to optimise learning. Teachers can use their expertise in teaching to translate and apply
these neuroscientific principles to different contexts for enhanced learning outcomes. Genazzano Institute has also partnered with educational and
industry bodies to develop this work including Deakin University, The University of Melbourne, St Vincent’s Foundation and the Australian College of
Educators. In 2019/2020 the College will launch a campaign to promote neurodiversity in education and to develop individual student learning profiles.
It is also establishing a Brain technology Centre – a learning hub for employing technology for optimal learning, and a centre for research excellence.
To view the full online report and to find out more about Genazzano FCJ College, click HERE.

-ENDS-

The Educator is Australia’s only independent publication for senior education management professionals. It offers aspirational cover stories and
high-level case studies providing a global and national perspective on education leadership and management best practice, as well as interviews with
the finest minds in education.
The website www.theeducatoronline.com/k12 features daily news, an industry forum and exclusive multimedia content.

The Educator is published by leading independent media company Key Media. Find out more about Key Media’s magazines, events and websites at
www.keymedia.com.

